Summary: The electron motion in a two-dimensional periodic potential and a perpendicular magnetic field, leads to interesting commensurability phenomena.
Introduction
An artificial periodic potential superimposed upon a two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) leads to interesting magneto transport effects due to the interplay of two length scales, the cyclotron radius R c at the Fermi energy Ep and the artificial period a. In the case of a two-dimensional periodic potential the flux through the unit cell is expected to play a crucial role: the number of allowed energy levels for Bloch electrons depends on the flux Ba 2 penetrating one unit cell. [1] . In real crystals the observation of such effects is out of the range of possibility since the magnetic field providing one flux quantum, h/e, is of order 10 5 T for #~0.2 nm. Artificially manufactured periodic potentials can overcome this problem and make this quantum mechanical regime accessible to experiment. Todays lithographic techniques allow the fabrication of lateral superlattices with periods a as small as 100 nm: hence the magnetic field required for one flux quantum to penetrate a unit cell is reduced by several orders of magnitude (-0.4 T for tf = 100nm). A few concepts to describe magnetotransport in a homogeneous two-dimensional gas are sketched below. This theoretical "tools" are used later on to model magnetotransport coefficients in the presence of artificially periodic potentials. At low magnetic fields, when Landau quantization plays no role, the magnetoresistance of a two-dimensional electron gas can be characterized within the Drudc model [2] . The simple formulas within this model arc usually used to determine the density n s and mobility \x = ex/m* (e = elementary charge, m* = effective electron mass) of the conduction electrons. Without scattering the electrons perform circular orbits with cyclotron frequency <o c = eB/m*. Scattering processes arc described by the relaxation time x and for CO C X<2K scattering terminates the circular motion before a full orbit is completed. For co c x>>2rc and for low enough temperature T (fi<o c >>kT), the electron energy spectrum becomes discrete. A free electron gas without impurities occupies the highly degenerate Landau levels (LL's) which are scperatcd by the cyclotron energy /fco c . The occupancy of each level increases linearly with B. Scattering processes lead to a collision broadening of those energy levels. Within the sclfconsistcnt Born approximation (SCBA), the simplest way of taking into account randomly distributed short range scattercrs, the LL's arc described by semi-ellipses [3] with a linewidth connected to the relaxation time x: roc^co^x. In higher order calculations the semi-elliptical shape is replaced by Gaussians [4] . This discrete energy spectrum is the origin of Shubnikov-dc Haas oscillations as well as of the quantum Hall effect [5] . In the following sections, magnetotransport in a 2DEG with superimposed weak and strong periodic potentials is studied. A new class of oscillatory phenomena emerge, but experiments verifying directly the peculiar "Hofstadtcr butterfly" still remain to be done.
Weak and Strong Periodic Potentials: Fabrication
Holographic in situ illumination and electron beam lithography is used to superimpose a periodic potential upon a high mobility 2DEG in GaAs-AlGaAs hctcrojunctions. The high mobility ensures that the electron mean free path t=xv/.-, where v F is the Fermi velocity, is much longer than the artificial periodicity. The electron mobility of a typical sample was of order 1 x 10 6 cm 2 /Vs and corresponds for carrier densities of order 2x I0 n cm" 2 to an clastic mean free path of ~ 10 urn. Holographic illumination creates a soft periodic potential with a potential amplitude V Q much smaller than the Fermi energy E F in the 2DEG. The method, schematized in Fig. 1 , relics on the persistent photoconductivity effect in selectively doped GaAs-AlGaAs hctcrojunctions at low temperatures [6] . A spatially modulated photon flux, achieved by the interference of two plane waves on top of the sample surface ( Fig. 1(a) ), results in a spatial modulation of ionized deep Si-donors ( Fig. 1(b) ). Exposure times in the millisecond range arc sufficient to "write" the pattern at liquid helium temperatures. After exposure, the two-dimensional electron gas moves under the influence of a modulated and immobile positive background charge. A Fig. 1 Two interfering laser beams (a) produce a pattern of dark and bright fringes resulting in a space charge modulation in the underlaying AlGaAs layer (b). The period a = X/2sin@ depends on the wavelength X and the angle of incidence 0 (with respect to the surface normal). The sample geometry in (c) allows to investigate both, p xx and p yy . maximum amplitude V 0~0 .9 mcV for this method has been reported [7] . The induced periodicities arc on the order of the wavelength of the interfering beams. The largest period made was 382 nm, the smallest 282 nm. One-and twodimensional (ID-and 2D) lateral periodic potentials can be defined [7] . The pattern is erased when the sample is warmed up to room temperature. An alternative method to create lateral superlattices is to use electron beam lithography [8] . The fabrication process is sketched in Fig. 2 . Holes written in the electron beam sensitive resist ( Fig. 2(a) ) define the pattern: a weak modulation is accomplished by covering the patterned region with an evaporated Au-laycr which is used as a top gate (Fig. 2(b) ). Etching the holes through the 2DEG, on the other hand, results in a strong modulation (Fig. 2(c) ). An electron micrograph of such an antidot array is displayed in Fig. 2(d) . For the antidot structure it is important to ensure that the effective hole diameters, d, including the depletion regions around the holes do not overlap [8] . The distance between the 2DEG and the sample surface, typically of order 100 nm, determines the shortest period which can be imposed effectively upon the 2DEG. 
Weak ID-Modulation
Magnetotransport experiments in a one-dimensional weak periodic potential highlight the commensurability between R c and the period a and illustrate the two conductivity contributions which govern the weak modulation limit. The first experimental results have been obtained using the in-situ holographic illumination method [6] . Characteristic data are displayed in Fig. 3 . The usual Shubnikov-dc Haas (SdH) oscillations, periodic in i/B and reflecting the carrier density n s , appear at about 0.5 T. Characteristic for the ID-modulated systems, however, are the low-field oscillations also periodic in 1/2? (inset Fig. 3 ), but with a periodicity which depends also on the period a of the modulation: minima in p xx arc determined by the commensurability condition
with the cyclotron radius at the Fermi energy, R c = v r /<o c = Ti^JlKn s jeB. The dependence of the oscillation period A(\/B) on carrier density n s and period a according to Eq. (I) has been verified in many laboratories [6, 9...12] . Fig. 3 shows that (denoting current flow parallel to the modulation) also displays oscillations: their phase with respect to p xx , however, is shifted and maxima arc observed where p^ has minima. The anisotropic oscillatory behaviour reflects different conductivity contributions depending on the direction of current flow with respect to the ID-modulation. Both effects originate from a modified Landau level energy spectrum: a modulation potential transforms the discrete 
In contrast to a regular 2DEG, the energy eigenvalues now depend on the center coordinate *o= -l 2 k y with l = \ffi/eB y the magnetic length, and the wavevector ic y . U n (X) is an oscillatory function of the LL index n as well as of the argument X = tf 2 / 2 /2 and determines the bandwidth. The zeros of U n arc given by Eq. (1) [13] : for these commensurate magnetic field values the perturbation potential is averaged out and an unperturbed Landau level remains. The potential average is taken over the spatial extent of the wavefunction, approximately given by the classical cyclotron radius R c &l\J2n +1. It is here were the commensurability between the magnetic length / and the period a enters. The dependence of the Landau level width on the center-coordinate x Q (a) and the magnetic field (b) is shown in Fig. 4 . Dependent on the quantum number n, broad bands alternate with narrow bands and the density of states consequently oscillates over an 0 .5 1 1.5 2 2. energy range large compared to the cyclotron separation TKO C . This is the reason of the weak temperature dependence of the low-ficjd oscillations observed in experiment [6, 14] . The oscillating bandwidth within the LL's is displayed in Fig.  4(b) ; the density of states increases when the lincwidth becomes narrower. In Fig. 4 broadening of the LL's due to scattering processes has not been included. The resolution of modulation induced effects requires that the collision broadening is smaller than the modulation broadening. The effect of randomly distributed scattcrers on the collision broadening again can be quantitatively described by a lincwidth T within the SCBA formalism [13, 15] . The magnctocapacitancc, measured between a top gate and the 2DEG, is directly related to the thermodynamic density of states [16] and has been used as experimental tool to verify the energy spectrum given by Eq. (2) [17, 18] . This energy spectrum causes all the oscillatory phenomena in the magnetotransport coefficients. Only a sketch of the transport theory by Zhang and Gcrhardts [15] , based on Kubo's formulas, can be presented here. Within this approach the conductivity of a periodically modulated 2DEG depends on the square of the density of states at the Fermi energy in just the same analytic manner as for the homogeneous 2DEG [3] :
where the index \x stands for the jc-or ^-direction and df/dE is the derivative of the Fermi distribution function. In a magnetic field the xv-componcnt of the conductivity is directly related to the ^-component of the resistivity tensor and for co c x>> 1, o xx GCp yy and o^ocp^ holds (sec, e.g. [15] ). For a homogeneous 2DEG, Eq. (3) gives rise to the Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations [3] . For the modulated 2DEG, maxima of the amplitude-modulated DOS lead to peaks in a M(A and consequently the modified density of states in the ID-periodic case modulates the height of the SdH-oscillations. If the thermal smearing kT becomes comparable to fi<o c the SdH-oscillations are smeared out but the lowfield oscillations remain since the modulation of the DOS maxima takes place on an energy scale large compared to TKO C (Fig. 4) . The conductivity (Eq. (3)) is isotropic in x-and ^-direction with maxima for flat Landau bands given by Eq.
(1). Eq. (3) describes the maxima position in p yy (Fig. 3) correctly, but not the more dominant ones in p XXi with their phase shifted by n. If the modulation is in x-dircction the /^-dispersion of the Landau bands opens up an additional conductivity channel [13, 9] : a non-vanishing group velocity v y <xdE n /dk y causes enhanced conductivity in y but not in jc-dircction. This gives rise to a band conductivity contribution Aa^ccAp^ which oscillates in phase with v y when the energy bands arc swept through the Fermi level with increasing magnetic field. Minima in Ap XJC correspond to flat bands since then dE n /dk y = 0: this bandconductivity contribution now gives minima in p xx while p yy , not influenced by this mechanism, displays maxima due to the DOS maxima (denoted in the following as oscillating scattering rate contribution since the conductivity process is due to clastic scattering processes at the Fermi energy and depends therefore on the DOS). The results of calculated traces of p xx and p yy illustrate their antiphase behavior (Fig. 5 ) and summarize the magnetotransport in a weak ID-periodic potential [15] . A weak oscillatory behavior is also predicted for the Hall resistivity p^, but has not been resolved so far experimentally (sec e.g. Fig. 3) The energy spectrum of the ID-modulated systems is expected to influence other physical properties of the two-dimensional electron gas: shifts in the cyclotron resonance frequency [19] , oscillatory effects in the thermoelectric transport coefficients [20] , or the magnctoplasmon spectrum [21] have been predicted. Apart from dc-magnetotransport, oscillations in the microwave conductivity have been reported [22] .
An illustrative description of the bandconductivity oscillations has been given by Bccnakkcr using a semi-classical approach [23] . He noticed that the square of the drift velocity <vj> 2 in ^-direction, caused by the electric fields connected to the periodic potential in jc-dircction (E*B drift), and averaged over all possible center coordinates is finite and docs only vanish for 2R C = (k-l/4)a. Within a Boltzmann transport picture the oscillatory behavior of p xx (but not p yy ) can be described. This picture ignores Landau level quantizations and is applicable only if the temperature is high enough (kT~fi<o c ). Extending Bcenakkcrs classical calculation to the 2D-pcriodic case gives exactly the same result: the calculated bandconductivity Ao yy is independent of the additional modulation in ^-direction and again minima in p^ arc expected when Eq. (1) holds.
Weak 2D-ModuIation
Measurements of p^ ( = p yy ) in weakly 2D-modulatcd 2DEG's, defined by the superposition of two subsequent holographic illuminations, arc displayed in Fig.  6 . Contrary to the quasi-classical expectation, discussed above, it is obvious that the bandconductivity contribution is suppressed in the presence of a 2D-periodic potential (solid lines): maxima in p xx arc observed for flat bands (Eq. (1)), marked by arrows in Fig. 6 [7, 24] . High mobility samples arc essential to observe this effect; here we used samples with u.^l.2x 10 6 cm 2 /Vs, corresponding to a lincwidth T^O.12 x JB[T] meV within the SCBA formalism. The effect of a perturbing 2D-pcriodic potential V(x,y) = V 0 (cosKx + cosKy) on an initially pure Landau state leads to an intricate energy spectrum [25] . If the period a is the same in both lateral directions the width of the LL's can be 1)) and arc determined by the carrier density taken from the periodicity of the SdHoscillations. The 2D-pcriodic potential suppresses the bandconductivity, and the oscillations due to the oscillating scattering rate (with maxima at the arrow position) dominate (from [7, 24] ).
described by the same bandwidth U n (X) as in the ID-modulated systems (sec, e.g., Fig. 4(b) ). The additional modulation in ^-direction couples Landau states with center coordinates differing by integer multiples of l 2 K. The Landau bands split into p subbands if
i.e., if the flux Ba 2 per unit cell is a rational multiple of the flux quantum <l>Q=h/e. Eq. (4) describes an additional commensurability condition. The graphical representation of the energy spectrum is known as Hofstadtcr's butterfly [A] . For real physical systems again random impurity scattering must be taken into account [24, 26] : the resulting level broadening destroys the fine structure but the coarse features, connected to small values of p, remain for small enough collision broadening. As an example, the calculated density of states [26] is shown as a function of energy and magnetic field (Fig. 7) assuming a collision broadening r = 0.035 x *JB[T] mcV. Additional gaps, best seen for n =0, split each individual LL into subbands; the clfcct is most pronounced when the modulation broadening, described by U n (X), is at maximum and when only a small number of flux quanta penetrate the unit cell. The Landau level subband splitting reduces drastically the bandconductivity contribution if the collision Fig. 7 Density of states for a 2D-modulatcd 2DEG with V 0 =0.25 mcV, and T = 0.035 x yjB[T] mcV, for 0.5 T <: B <: 1.65 T and 0 < E <: 5 mcV. The magnetic field range corresponds to a change from ~3 to 9 flux quanta per unit cell (from [26] ).
broadening T is small enough. As a consequence, the oscillating scattering rate can dominate the bandconductivity contribution [24, 26] . A phase shift of n with respect to the oscillations expected quasi-classically results and is observed in Fig.  6 . On the other hand, the bandconductivity is expected to dominate for increased T. Experimentally we find the bandconductivity in "low-mobility" samples indeed to be the dominant contribution: minima in the envelope of the SdH oscillations arc observed for flat bands (Fig. 8(a) ). A gate voltage, applied to the micro fabricated gate, (see, e.g., Fig. 2(b) ) allows to vary the carrier density, mobility and K 0 . Increasing the mobility with applied positive bias to over 2xl0 6 cm 2 /Vs results again in the suppression of the bandconductivity and reproduces the result of Fig. 6 in a different kind of device and at millikclvin temperatures. The absence of the bandconductivity contribution in high mobility electron systems, not expected from the semi-classical picture, is interpreted as indirect manifestation of the Hofstadtcr energy spectrum. The direct manifestation still remains to be shown: the fact that the SdH oscillations in Fig.  8(b) show no internal structure, although the temperature seems low enough (~5jicV) to "scan" the Landau bands, indicates the importance of mcsoscopic fluctuations of the electrostatic potential in this system [26] . 
Strong Modulation: Antidot Superlattices
Antidot systems, geometrically complementary to quantum dot systems (sec, e.g., [27, 28] ), have attracted recent interest [29, 30, 31] . By etching an array of holes through the two-dimensional electron gas the electrons arc forced to move between periodically arranged, disc shaped, strong repulsive potentials. The electron wavefunction must vanish at antidot positions. Irr the classical limit of free particles, scattered between specularly reflecting discs, the system is known as Sinai's billiard (see, e.g., [32] ). The sheet resistance at Z?=0, RQ, is determined by scattering from the antidots. For electrons "channeling" through the supcrlatticc, however, the electron mean free path is still comparable to the one measured in the unpatterncd 2DEG, and much longer than the period a. In contrast to weakly ID-and 2D-modulatcd systems the energy spectrum is not known in the presence of a magnetic field. Neither the Hofstadtcr picture, starting from a tight-binding, cosine electron dispersion, nor the weak periodic potential description are an appropriate approach. It turns out, however, that the origin of the low-Z? features observed in experiment so far can be described in a picture involving commensurate orbits but not orbit quantization [33] . Data of Fig. 9 demonstrate that the imposed array of antidoLs dramatically aflccts transport at low-/?. As expected, RQ increases after patterning and the low-Z? mobility is drastically reduced. The corresponding electron mean free path drops from t~7 jim to a value t'~0.34jim after patterning and has become comparable to a. Characteristic for the system are the pronounced peaks manifested at low magnetic fields ( Fig. 9(a) ), the accompanying (non-quantized) steps in p xy (Fig. 9(b) ), and the quenching of the Hall resistance about 2?=0 ( Fig. 9(b) , inset). Arrows in Fig. 9 , which closely correlate with these features, mark field positions where the cyclotron radius, R CI equals a/2 and 3a/2. When R C <a/2 , p xx drops precipitously, quantum oscillations emerge and p xy begins to display quantum Hall plateaus. In this regime traces from patterned and unpattcrncd segments become essentially identical. This suggests that the intrinsic mobility is preserved after patterning. Magneto resistance curves from three samples arc compared in Fig. 10 . A progressively greater number of peaks in p xx , and steps in p xyn arc resolved in traces with smaller RQ. This is essentially increases n s by only a small factor (~ 1.7), whereas drops almost by a factor of 5. This indicates that the depletion length and, consequently, d arc reduced after illumination. For smaller d more structure in p xx becomes resolved. Peaks in trace 3* can be ascribed to commensurate orbits with /* = 1, 2, 4, 9, 21; as sketched in the inset (for 5=1/3 and average RJa = 0.5, 0.8, 1.14, 1.7, 2.53; respectively) (from [33] ).
controlled by the normalized antidot cross-section, d = d/a, including the depletion length, and the carrier density n s . Data from sample 3*, involving the A lowest /? D and the smallest d (estimated to be ~l/3) displays the largest sequence of peaks in Pxx, and corresponding plateaus in p X y The structure is aperiodic in l/B, but each peak can be associated with a particular commensurate orbit for well defined magnetic field values. These special trajectories encircle a specific number of antidots (Fig. 10, inset) and in a simple model [33] , electrons on such orbits arc assumed to be pinned. The repulsive potential at each antidot provides a local restoring force against drift induced by external electric fields. The "removal" of an electron from transport requires a long pinned orbit lifetime,
v r> obtained when the initial mobility is preserved between antidots. This condition is fullfillcd: the peak associated with an orbit around 9 antidots (Fig.  10, trace 3*) , e.g., requires an unscattcrcd trajectory of 3.2 \im (perimeter) and provides a second, independent proof that the electron gas between the antidots is nearly devoid of defects. The low field structure in p xx and p xy (2R c Calculated magneto-and Hall resistance assuming a constant electron mean free path V/a~2A, and an intrinsic value C/a~33 (Values taken from experiment). Features attributed to orbits around 1, 2, and 4 antidots arc most prominent. Top axis is in units of the normalized cyclotron radius r c = R c /a. The fraction of pinned orbits, for given r c , is obtained by calculating numerically the fraction of completed electron orbits with centers on a grid of ~ 10 5 sites within the real space unit cell (from [33] ).
removed from transport increases both, p xx and p xy for commensurate magnetic fields. The current through the device, on the other hand, is carried by electrons scattered as in pinball. This fraction f s , scatters with an effective relaxation rate x' = (x~l +T^1)"" 1 where the index "eje" denotes the scattering from the antidot lattice. At higher B drifting orbits (f d ) become important: when 2R C becomes smaller than a -d backscattcring is suppressed and transport is again characterized by the intrinsic scattering rate x. This is the reason for the strong negative magneto resistance observed experimentally. With this ingredients expessions for and p xy , only dependent on the different fractions x and x' [33] , can be found. A model calculation using the parameters for sample 3* in Fig. 10 nicely reproduces the experimental low field result. Based on simple geometrical considerations, the different fractions have been determined numerically [33] . For higher values of RQ deviations from the simple circular orbit picture arc observed: the peak at R c~3 a/2 (Fig. 9, Fig. 10 ), emerging from the circular orbits around 9 and 4 antidots, is forbidden for circular orbits. The nonvanishing slope of the potential between the antidots seems to leave its mark and arises interesting questions for future research.
The interplay between magnetic length and period a creates a variety of interesting commensurability phenomena, both in the weak and strong modulation limit. Only a sketch of the existing theoretical and experimental work could be given here. Many interesting issues as magnetic breakdown [34, 35] , van Hove singularities [7] and the quenching of the Hall effect in lateral superlattices have been omitted. The reference list is by no means complete and a lot of interesting physics can be found in the reference lists of the cited literature.
